To the Editor May 25, 2020
Thoughts by Michael Moore

“No one wants to ask why two smart boys skipped their 4th-hour AP French Philosophy class
at Columbine High School to slaughter 12 students and a teacher.
Who would dare ask why the son of a vice-president of General Electric would go into Sandy
Hook Elementary in Newtown, CT and blow apart the tiny bodies of 20 first-graders.
Or why did 53% of white women vote for the presidential candidate who, on tape, reveled in
his talent as a sexual predator?
The fear and outcry over the movie “Joker” is a ruse. It’s a distraction so that we don’t look
at the real violence tearing up our fellow human beings:
For the 30 million Americans who don’t have health insurance it is an act of violence. Almost
10 years after Obamacare was passed, medical bills are still the leading cause of bankruptcy in
the U.S, and those who do have insurance are dealing with the most expensive health care
costs in the world.
Millions of abused women and children living in fear is an act of violence.
Cramming 59 students like worthless sardines into classrooms in Detroit is an act of violence.
As the news media stands by for the next mass shooting, you and your neighbors and coworkers have already been shot numerous times, shot straight through all of your hearts and
hopes and dreams. Your pension is long gone, your 401(k) too and maybe your home, stolen by
Wall Street criminals. You’re in debt for the next 30 years because you committed the crime of
wanting an education. You have actually thought about not having children because you don’t
have the heart to bring them onto a dying planet where they are given a 20-year death-byclimate-change sentence at birth.”
Listen to his Podcast at https://anchor.fm/rumble-with-michael-moore/

